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Abstract: The optimal power flow (OPF) problem plays an important role in power system operation
and control. The problem is nonconvex and NP-hard, hence global optimality is not guaranteed
and the complexity grows exponentially with the size of the system. Therefore, centralized
optimization techniques are not suitable for large-scale systems and an efficient decomposed
implementation of OPF is highly demanded. In this paper, we propose a novel and efficient method
to decompose the entire system into multiple sub-systems based on automatic regionalization and
acquire the OPF solution across sub-systems via a modified MATPOWER solver. The proposed
method is implemented in a modified solver and tested on several IEEE Power System Test Cases.
The performance is shown to be more appealing compared with the original solver.

Keywords: optimal power flow; automatic regionalization; decomposed iterative algorithm

1. Introduction

Optimal power flow (OPF) was first formulated by Carpentier [1], and has since become a crucial
task in power system operation and control. The main goal of OPF is to minimize the cost of operation
under system constraints. Although many OPF solutions considering different settings have been
proposed and there are many commercial products available (see e.g., [2,3]), they are mostly done in a
centralized manner, where the loads, generators, transmission lines of a power system covering a large
geographical area are all jointly considered. OPF is a non-convex optimization problem, where the
non-convexity comes from the nonlinear relationship between voltages and the complex powers
demanded or injected at the nodes. Traditional methods for the OPF problem, such as the widely
adopted Newton–Raphson solution method, generally return suboptimal load flow solutions of these
non-convex problems, and are often computationally complicated. In addition, traditional methods are
usually centralized and demonstrate poor scalability. As the power systems are growing in both size
and complexity, it will take even longer time and more computational resources for these centralized
methods to reach solutions. In summary, there are two major challenges in the existing solutions,

(i) Optimality: the OPF is non-convex in both its objective function and constraints, and hence
finding the global optimum is not guaranteed.

(ii) Scalability: OPF is an NP-hard problem and the complexity usually grows exponentially with
the size of the system. It is quite possible that a proposed solution works well for small systems,
but fails to converge to a solution for large systems.
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To mitigate these concerns, a decomposed iterative reformulation of the OPF problem for balanced
transmission systems was proposed, where the global optimality can be assessed by checking the
rank of the obtained voltage-related matrix [4]. Considering that most electrical networks exhibit
noticeable sparsity in its bus admittance matrix, it is possible to find a promising decomposition
structure. Furthermore, compared with centralized methods, distributed methods are more desirable
in terms of security and privacy since they do not require the system to collect and maintain possibly
sensitive data or information from one central node [5]. Hence, distributed approaches have great
potential for the OPF problem, especially for a large power system.

Over the decades, many heuristic distributed solutions have been proposed. One possible and
popular way to address the non-convexity nature of the problem and approach the global optimality is
to first convexify the problem via relaxation techniques so that a lower bound of the OPF could be
found. Then, this lower bound can be used to evaluate and guide the search for a feasible solution
(see e.g., [6–14]). However, even with this convex relaxation and the guidance of the lower bound,
a good feasible solution is not always available. In addition, solving the relaxed problem introduces an
additional computational burden. To address the scalability issue, large-size optimization problems are
decomposed into smaller ones. The first distributed method for the OPF problem was studied in [15],
where the transmission network is divided into two regions and different decomposition methods
are examined to find the solution distributively among these two regions, including the auxiliary
problem principle, predictor–corrector proximal multiplier method, and alternating direction method.
Nevertheless, the decomposition of the network is restricted to two-region and the boundary variables
are not able to be shared among more than two regions. Recent studies on distributed OPF either
decompose the original problems implicitly through the solver itself such as the alternating direction
method of multipliers (ADMM) or explicitly by dividing the system into many small-size subsystems
and conduct the OPF or Security Constrained Optimal Power Flow (SCOPF) in a distributed manner.
Compared with the implicit solutions, the explicit ones are more effective and can better exploit the
topology and properties of power systems (see e.g., [15–20]). However, there are three common issues
in existing distributed OPF solutions:

(i) The decomposition is achieved manually in an ad hoc manner without any guidance. To date,
there has been no reported effort to utilize the topology and property of the original system to
conduct better regionalization such that the distributed OPF can achieve improved computational
efficiency and optimality.

(ii) Limited interactions among subsystems are involved during the optimization process.
The obtained solutions are ad hoc combinations of the optimal solutions for local subsystems,
which compromise the optimality for the whole system.

(iii) Only one decomposition is studied, which means that the optimization is made for the
decomposed local parts without a global consideration of the entire system.

In this paper, we propose a novel decomposed iterative solution for OPF with flexibility on
the number of subregions and the division of subregions, which provide new insights into power
system operation and control. In most existing solutions, the OPF problem is simply formulated as
a mathematical optimization problem and then some general optimization techniques are adopted
with limited or even no consideration on the nature of power systems. In contrast, our proposed
solution explores the very nature of power systems. Specifically, it utilizes the fact that variables in
large power systems are loosely coupled and hence only closely related ones need to be clustered into
subsystems. Furthermore, the interactions among different subsystems are considered via an extra
layer of iterations to search for the optimal solution. Last but not least, multiple decompositions are
included in the optimum searching procedure to ensure global optimality. To improve the scalability
and the optimality, we design a three-layer iterative optimization framework: the first layer is within
small-size subsystems, the second layer is among the subsystems, and the third layer is across different
decompositions. In addition to solving OPF problems with improved scalability and optimality,
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the proposed framework can also be extended to many other problems in power system operation and
control where optimizations are involved. Compared with existing distributed OPF solutions in the
literature, our proposed framework has the following features:

• Automatic: an automatic regionalization technique is proposed to decompose the original large
system into smaller subsystems, which will balance the computational loads of the resultant
subsystems and achieve the maximum independence of the variables in different subsystems to
accelerate the convergence speed in iterative optimization.

• General: at the first level, many existing OPF problems or general optimization tools can be
applied. We first adopt the two most popular OPF tools, one based on the interior-point method
(IPM) and the other based upon ADMM.

• Global: the proposed three-layer framework, especially the added third layer of iteration among
different decompositions, will greatly increase the extensiveness of the dimensions the algorithm
searches and make the optimization results global in view.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the standard OPF formulation
and the decomposed OPF formulation. In Section 3, we present the framework of the proposed
method with automatic regionalization. Simulation results and analysis are provided in Section 4.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.

The nomenclature of the paper is denoted as follows. For general problem formulation, p is a set
of vectors contains the real power provided by all generators, v is a set of vectors contains voltage
phasors at all buses, and s is a set of vectors contains all slack variables. N is a set of buses in the
system. ik is the current injection at bus k ∈ N . vk is the voltage at bus k ∈ N . Pk + jQk ∈ C is
the complex power flow at bus k ∈ N . Symbols with superscript XD are power demand-related,
i.e., PD

k + jQD
k ∈ C is the power demand at bus k ∈ N . Symbols with superscript XG are power

generation related, i.e., PG
k + jQG

k ∈ C is the power generated by bus k ∈ N . Re{x}+ jIm{x} are real
part and imaginary part of the complex number. Symbols in bold capital letter such as Y, G and B are
matrices and the symbols in bold lowercase letters such as i and v are vectors.

2. Problem Statement

OPF is a well-defined classical problem and has been investigated by many researchers since its
first introduction (see e.g., [21]),

min
p,v

f (p) = fm(p) (1a)

g(p, v) = 0 (1b)

h(v) ≤ 0 , (1c)

where p is the vector containing the real power provided by all generators, which can also be treated
as the “control variable” in the problem, v is the vector containing voltage phasors at all buses in the
system, which can also be treated as the “state variable". It is worth noting that once the state variable
v are known, the control variable p can be calculated from the constraint Equation (1b). Equation (1c)
is the inequality constraints describing voltage magnitude limits, line current limits, transmission line
limits, generator capacity limits and so on.

2.1. Standard OPF Formulation

In this subsection, we present a detailed formulation of problem (1a). We denoteN = {1, 2, . . . , N}
nodes as the set of buses and L ⊆ N ×N as set of power flow lines between N nodes to represent
an electrical network with N nodes. We denote ik = Re{ik}+ jIm{ik} as the injection current at bus
k ∈ N and vk = Re{vk}+ jIm{vk} as the voltage at bus k ∈ N . Let PD

k + jQD
k ∈ C and PG

k + jQG
k ∈ C

denote the complex power demand and the complex power generated by bus k ∈ N , respectively. Hence,
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the complex power Pk + jQk ∈ C flow into bus k is given as Pk + jQk = (PG
k + jQG

k )− (PD
k + jQD

k ).
The complex form of current phasor on line (m, n) ∈ L is imn = Re{imn}+ jIm{imn} ∈ C and the complex
power transferred from bus m to the rest of the network is Pmn + jQmn ∈ C. The admittance matrix
Y ∈ CN×N of the network is given as

Y =


ymm + ∑(m,n)∈L ymn, if m = n,

−ymn, if (m, n) ∈ L ,

0, otherwise,

(2)

where ymn = gmn + jbmn ∈ C is the admittance on the transmission line (m, n) ∈ L,
and ymm = gmm + jbmm ∈ C is the line-to-ground admittance at bus m. We denote G ∈ RN×N and
B ∈ RN×N as the real and imaginary parts of Y, respectively. In particular, [G]mn = gmn and
[B]mn = bmn and Y = G+ jB. Then, the detailed OPF problem formulation can be expressed as follows
(see also [20]),

min ∑
k∈G

f G
k (pG

k ) (3a)

s. t. Re{i}+ jIm{i} = GRe{v} − BIm{v}+ j (BRe{v}+ GIm{v}) , (3b)

Pk + jQk = PG
k − PD

k + j
(

QG
k −QD

k

)
, (3c)

Re{imn}+ jIm{imn} = (cmn + jdmn) (Re{vm}, Re{vn}, Im{vm}, Im{vn}), (3d)

P+jQ = Re{v}◦Re{i}+ Im{v}◦Im{i}+ j (Im{v}◦Re{i} − Re{v}◦Im{i}) , (3e)

Pmn + jQmn = Re{vmimn}+ Im{vmimn}+j(Im{vm}Re{imn} − Re{vm}Im{imn}), (3f)

PGmin
k ≤ PG

k ≤ PGmax
k , (3g)

QGmin
k ≤ QG

k ≤ QGmax
k , (3h)

(Re{imn})2 + (Im{imn})2 ≤ (imax
mn )2, (3i)

P2
mn+Q2

mn≤(smax
mn )2, (3j)

|Pmn| ≤ Pmax
mn , (3k)

(vmin
k )2 ≤ (Re{vk})2 + (Im{vk})2 ≤ (vmax

k )2, (3l)

k ∈ N , (m, n) ∈ L,

We denote the cost of generators at bus k as f G
k (pG

k ), and the variables are PG
k , QG

k , P, Q,
Re{i}, Im{i}, Re{v}, Im{v}, and Re{imn}, Im{imn}, Pmn, Qmn for (m, n) ∈ L. The constraint
(3b) is from i = Yv, the constraint (3c) is from the law of the conservation of power flow,
the constraint (3d) is from that Re{imn} = Re{ymn(vm − vn)}, the constraint (3e) is from that the
complex power is (v ◦ i∗), and Im{imn} = Im{ymn(vm − vn)} with cmn = (gmn,−gmn, bmn,−bmn)

and dmn = (bmn,−bmn,−gmn, gmn), and constraint (3f) is from that Pmn = Re{vmi∗mn} and
Qmn = Im{vmi∗mn}. Note that constraints (3b)–(3f) are imposed by Kirchhoff’s laws associated with the
physical structure of electrical network. In addition, constraints (3g)–(3l) are the constraints imposed by
system operating limits, where the lower bound data (·)min and the upper bound data (·)max define
the feasible intervals of power, current and voltages in the network. Note that if there is no power
generation at a bus k then it is not a generator bus, and hence PG

k + jQG
k = 0. Then these situations can

be formulated as follows:

PGmin
k = PGmax

k = QGmin
k = QGmax

k = 0, k ∈ N \ G . (4)

The constraints (3e), (3f) and (3l) are nonconvex, which render the entire optimization problem (3)
nonconvex. The problem is an NP-hard problem and the complexity grows with the size of the system.
Thus, it is generally difficult to achieve global optimality using standard method.
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2.2. Decomposed OPF Formulation

For simplicity and without loss of generality, we formulate the original problem (1a) with slack
variables introduced as a multi-variable single objective optimization problem with both equality and
inequality constraints as follows,

min
p,v,s

f (p, s, sk) = fm(p) + fs(s) (5a)

g(p, v, s) = 0 (5b)

h(v, s) ≤ 0 (5c)

gk(pk, vk, sk) = 0 (5d)

hk(vk, sk) ≤ 0 (5e)

where p and v are the same as in problem (1a), and s is the vector containing all slack variables
which are introduced to allow imbalance between the input and output power at buses or violation of
transmission line limits or generator capacity. It is worth noting that once the state variable v and the
slack variable s are known, the control variable p can be calculated from the constraint Equation (5b).
The objective function, f (p, s, sk), is composed of two parts: (1) the generation costs fm(p) at the
base case; and (2) the penalty for slack variables (i.e., s 6= 0) in the base case. Equation (5c) gives
the inequality constraints describing voltage magnitude limits, line current limits, transmission line
limits, generator capacity limits and so on. Slack variables were also introduced to allow for violations,
but penalty was added, which is reflected in s and fs(s).The original system was decomposed into
several subsystems using the proposed automatic regionalization technique. Notice that several
distinct decompositions were provided by the regionalization technique. For a given decomposition,
we conducted iterative search among the subsystems. Once it converged and the cost function cannot
be further reduced under this decomposition, then we try to work on another decomposition to obtain
a better solution. The key is to handle the iterative process at the second layer, which includes the
formulation of subsystem optimizations and the iterations among them.

For a given regionalization strategy r with K subsystems in total, we can divide the
related variables in the original problem into p =

[
pr,1, pr,2, . . . , pr,K

]
, v =

[
vr,1, vr,2, . . . , vr,K

]
,

s =
[
sr,1, sr,2, . . . , sr,K

]
by reorganizing and combining variables in the same subsystem

together. For subsystem k in the i-th iteration, we treat only the variables in that
subsystem as unknown and all other variables as known constants using their current
values vr,k,i = [v(i)

r,1, . . . , v(i)
r,k−1, vk,r, v(i−1)

r,k+1, . . . , v(i−1)
r,K ], sr,k,i = [s(i)r,1, . . . , s(i)r,k−1, sk,r, s(i−1)

r,k+1, . . . , s(i−1)
r,K ],

pr,k,i = [p(i)
r,1, . . . , p(i)

r,k−1, pk,r, p(i−1)
r,k+1, . . . , p(i−1)

r,K ].
Then, we plug in those variables into Equations (5a)–(5e) and solve for the optimal solution at the

current iteration to obtain v(i)
k,r , s(i)k,r , v(i)

k,r . Notice that with this formulation: (1) the objective function is
unchanged for the entire iteration process; (2) for each iteration, the number of unknown variables is
much smaller; and (3) the number of constraint equations is also greatly reduced since most constraints
in the original problem will not contain the variables for the subsystem under iteration.

The proposed idea is similar to the many decomposed optimization techniques such as ADMM,
conjugate gradient search etc., in the sense that for each iteration, it only searches along a subspace of
the unknowns. The difference is that it decomposes the problem by the topology of power systems and
utilizes the weak coupling among subsystems. Note from constraint (3b) that the current of each bus is
associated with the voltage of itself and its neighboring buses. Hence, constraint (3b) will introduce
coupling between adjacent buses. To decouple constraint (3b), we introduce consistency constraints by
making each save a copy of each adjacent bus’s voltage and force them to be equal in value.

To formulate the concept above, we denote Nk as the set of bus k itself and its adjacent buses, i.e.,
Nk = {k} ∪ {n|(k, n) ∈ L}. Copies of real and imaginary parts of the voltages corresponding to buses
in Nk is denoted by Re{vk} ∈ R|Nk | and Im{vk} ∈ R|Nk |, respectively. We then denote Re{v} and
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Im{v} as real and imaginary net variables, respectively. The consistency constraints are formulated
as follows:

Re{vk} = EkRe{v}, Im{vk} = Ek Im{v}, (6)

where Ek ∈ R|Nk |×N is given by

(Ek)mn=

{
1, if (Re{vk})m is a local copy of Re{vn}
0, otherwise.

(7)

Note that (6) is the variable assignment for the net variable copies, for any bus k, either Re{vk} or
Im{vk} is local and depend only on adjacent buses.

The constraints (3b)–(3l) then can be written by using local variables Re{vk} and Im{vk}.
Accordingly, we can list them as follows,

Re{ik}+ jIm{ik} = gT
k Re{vk} − bT

k Im{vk}+ j
(

bT
k Re{vk}+ gT

k Im{vk}
)

, (8a)

Pk + jQk = PG
k − PD

k + j
(

QG
k −QD

k

)
, (8b)

Re{īk}+ jIm{īk} = CkRe{vk}+ Dk Im{vk}+ j
(

DkRe{vk} − CkvIm
k

)
, (8c)

Pk + jQk = (Re{vk})1Re{ik}+ (Im{vk})1 Im{ik}+ j ((Im{vk})1Re{ik} − (Re{vk})1 Im{ik}) , (8d)

P̄k + jQ̄k = (Re{vk})1Re{īk}+ (Im{vk})1Re{īk}+ j ((Im{vk})1Re{ik} − (Re{vk})1 Im{ik}) , (8e)

PGmin
k ≤ PG

k ≤ PGmax
k , (8f)

QGmin
k ≤ QG

k ≤ QGmax
k , (8g)

(Re{īk})2
r + (Im{īk})2

r ≤ (īmax
k )2

r , r = 1, . . . , |Nk| − 1, (8h)

(P̄k)
2
r + (Q̄k)

2
r ≤ (smax

k )2
r , r = 1, . . . , |Nk| − 1, (8i)

|(P̄k)r| ≤ (P̄max
k )r, r = 1, . . . , |Nk| − 1, (8j)

(vmin
k )2

r ≤ (Re{vk})2
r + (Im{vk})2

r ≤ (vmax
k )2

r , r = 1, . . . , |N |, (8k)

where Re{īk} = (Re{ikl})l∈Nk\{k}, Im{īk} = (Im{ikl})l∈Nk\{k}, P̄k = (pkl)l∈Nk\{k}, and Q̄k = (qkl)l∈Nk\{k},
where k ∈ N , with the same order as in (Re{vk})1:|Nk| and (Im{vk})1:|Nk|. In addition, gk (or bk)
in constraint (8a) are acquired from the k-th column of G (respectively, B) and then extracting the
rows corresponding to the buses in Nk with the same order as in Re{vk} and Im{vk}. Accordingly,
Ck ∈ R(|Nk|−1)×|Nk| and Dk ∈ R(|Nk|−1)×|Nk| in constraint (8c) are constructed as follows

Ck =


(gk)2 −(gk)2 · · · 0
(gk)3 0 · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

(gk)|Nk |−1 0 · · · −(gk)|Nk |

 , and (9)

Dk =


(bk)2 −(bk)2 · · · 0
(bk)3 0 · · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

(bk)|Nk |−1 0 · · · −(bk)|Nk |

 . (10)

We substitue constraints (8a)–(8c) as αk(zk) = 0, the nonlinear equality constraint (8d) as λk(zk) = 0,
the nonlinear equality constraint (8e) as µk(zk) = 0, the linear convex inequality constraints (8f),
(8g) and (8j) as βk(zk) ≤ 0, and the nonlinear convex inequality constraints (8h) and (8i) as γk(zk) ≤ 0.
Then, we can rewrite the decomposed formulation of problem (3) as follows,
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min ∑
k∈G

f G
k (pG

k ) (11a)

s. t. zk = (PG
k , QG

k , Pk, Qk, Re{ik}, Im{ik}, Re{xk}, Im{xk}, Re{īk}, Im{īk}, P̄k, Q̄k), k ∈ N , (11b)(
αk(zk), λk(zk), µk(zk)

)
= 0, k ∈ N , (11c)(

βk(zk), γk(zk)
)
≤ 0, k ∈ N , (11d)

(vmin
k )2

r ≤ (Re{vk})2
r + (Im{vk})2

r ≤ (vmax
k )2

r , r = 1, . . . , |Nk|, k ∈ N , (11e)

Re{vk}+ jIm{vk} = EkRe{v}+ jEk Im{v}, k ∈ N (11f)

where the variables are PG
k , QG

k , Pk, Qk, Re{ik}, Im{ik}, Re{vk} , Im{vk}, Re{īk}, Im{īk}, P̄k, Q̄k,
zk for k ∈ N and Re{v} and Im{v}. Note that (11f) gives the constructed consistency constraints,
which define the consistency voltages among adjacent buses. The coupling in the original centralized
formulation (3) has been guaranteed in the consistency constraint (11f) so that decomposition methods
can be applied without changing the global objective function.

3. Automatic Regionalization Based OPF (AR-OPF)

In our approach, we aim to address the scalability and the optimality issues of OPF using a
systematic decomposed iterative method with automatic regionalization. Specifically, as compared
with existing distributed OPF solutions, instead of using only one decomposition of the system,
we acquire distinct decompositions of the original system as multiple regionalization strategies based
on automatic regionalization via spectral clustering proposed in our previous work [22]. In addition,
compared with existing distributed OPF solutions which usually conduct local optimization within
each subsystem, but involve few interactions among different subsystems, we introduce two additional
layers of iterations to search for the optimal solution: (i) for a single strategy, based on multiple
regionalization strategies, we iteratively search for better OPF solutions across different subsystems;
(ii) for multiple strategies, combinations of strategies will be created based on previously obtained
optimization results and time consumption for convergence, then we iteratively search for better OPF
solutions via the combination of different regionalization strategies in addition to optimization within
each subsystem. The strategy change will be performed after the previously-used strategy converges
under a specified convergence criterion. The added layers of iterations make our optimization to
search local optima yet with the global optimality in view. Accordingly, instead of manual and
ad hoc decomposition, based upon the considerations of computational loads and the dependencies
among different subsystems, we propose an automatic regionalization algorithm to decompose the
original large-size system. The proposed algorithm can provide multiple decompositions of a given
system, which can then be used for the iterations across decompositions. With the proposed automatic
regionalization technique, the system is first decomposed into several subsystems and as a result,
the scalability issue can be better addressed. Meanwhile, the iterative procedure is designed in a
manner that guarantees a better solution at each iteration. Furthermore, the three-layer iterations can
help avoid local optimum and better approach the global optimum.

3.1. Overview of the Algorithm

The framework of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 1. First, we conduct automatic
regionalization using spectral clustering to decompose the original system into subsystems. There are
multiple decompositions with distinct regionalization strategies resulting from our proposed technique.
Then, a three-layer iterative optimization procedure will be conducted to find the solution for OPF,
where each iteration at any layer is designed in a manner that guarantees a better solution in terms of
the global performance. The first layer is within each subsystem, which is an optimization problem
with a much smaller number of variables and constraints. The second layer is among the different
subsystems. In other words, we alternate among different subsystems to find a better solution for the
global OPF problem. The third layer is across different decompositions. At this layer, once a solution is
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found under a given decomposition, a new regionalization strategy will be used to obtain a different
decomposition of the system. Then, the previous solution will be used as the initialization for this new
decomposed problem to conduct further 1st- and 2nd-layer iterative optimizations to improve the
overall optimality. This provides a global view in our optimization process, even though each iteration
is conducted in a local manner.

Figure 1. Decomposed iterative optimal power flow (OPF) with automatic regionalization.

3.2. Automatic Regionalization via Spectral Clustering

The goal of the regionalization is to decompose the original system into subsystems based
on the graph of buses. We propose an automatic regionalization technique based upon two main
considerations: (1) we want to distribute the computational load evenly among the subsystems;
(2) we want to achieve less inter-region dependence, where the variables among different regions
will be affected by other regions in a minimum way. These two considerations will provide faster
convergence of the iterative procedure. Accordingly, we propose the k-means spectral clustering
technique for automatic regionalization.

Spectral clustering makes use of spectrum of the similarity matrix to cluster the data points, also
know as a clustering technique based on the similarity graph of data points. In our case, we define
the buses among power system as the data points. Let G = (V, E) be the undirected similarity graph,
where V = {v1, · · · , vN} is a vertex set, and each vertex represents a bus. We define the similarity
between two buses by non-negative weight wij of the edge (i, j) ∈ E according to the topology of
the system. Then we denote the weighted adjacency matrix of the graph G as W = (wij)i,j=1,··· ,N .
The degree of vertex is di = ∑N

j=1 wij corresponding to vi ∈ V and the degree matrix D is the diagonal
matrix with d1, · · · , dN on the diagonal. Therefore, we can have the graph Laplacian matrix as
L = D−W. Technically, we utilize the normalized spectral clustering proposed in [23]. Assuming
λ1, · · · , λk be the smallest eigenvalues of the generalized eigenproblem Lu = λDu where u1, · · · , uk
be the corresponding eigenvectors. Let U = [u1, · · · , uk] be a N × k matrix. Then, let yi ∈ Rk denote
ith row from matrix U, and with the implementation of k-means algorithm, yi = {y1, · · · , yN} are
clustered into k clusters. At last, the spectral clustering result of the corresponding vertex vi is obtained
from the clustering result yi.
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In addition, to guarantee a similar computational burden for each region among subsystems,
the number of buses of each subsystem is required to be similar. Hence, we initialize the k-means
clustering algorithm by selecting the initial centroids evenly distributed in the sample space at each
location. In addition, with different initializations of k-means clustering, different regionalization
strategies can be obtained through the proposed automatic regionalization technique.

The similarity graph plays an important role in realizing a regionalization with minimum
interactions among different regions. In fact, buses with stronger mutual impact based on the states
of the bus tend to be clustered into the same region in spectral clustering. Therefore, it would
be reasonable to define the similarity between two buses that can describe the mutual impact.
Thus, we construct three types of similarity graphs based on different similarities.

1. Topology Based Similarity (TBS): The simplest method is utilizing the topology of the system
directly to define the similarity which results in creating a weighted adjacency matrix with 1 s
representing a transmission line connects the buses and 0s for otherwise.

2. Measurement-Based Similarity (MBS): The states of a bus can only affect its neighbors during
operation, which means that there is an available measurement that both buses are involved
simultaneously. More specifically, the similarity considers whether there is at least one power
flow measurement available on a transmission line, or one power injection measurement available
at either one of the buses connected to the line.

3. Weighted Measurement-Based Similarity (WMBS): In fact, no two of the buses have the same
amount of measurements involved, and not all measurements have the same amount of effect in
coupling those involved buses. Under certain circumstances, it will be more favorable to cluster
two strongly coupled buses into one region and divide two weakly coupled buses into different
regions. Therefore WMBS is considering not only the availability of the measurements, but also
the amount and impact of the measurements.

Table 1 shows the two manual regionalization strategies, as well as the results of the three
automatic regionalization strategies achieved by the proposed AR technique.

Table 1. Regionalization schemes.

Regionalization Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region 4

Manual Case 1 1, 2, 5 3, 4, 7, 8, 9 10, 11, 14 6, 12, 13

Manual Case 2 1, 2, 5 3, 4, 7, 8 9, 10, 14 6, 11, 12, 13

TBS-AR (A) 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 7, 8, 9 10, 11 6, 12, 13, 14

MBS-AR (B) 1, 2,3,5 4, 7, 8, 9 10, 11 6, 12, 13, 14

WMBS-AR (C) 1, 2, 3, 5 4, 7, 8, 9, 14 10, 11 6, 12, 13

3.3. Cross-Subsystem Variable Update

In this section, we introduce the overview of the subsystem variables update, then show the
cross-subsystem update based on combination of different strategies. The optimization results will
be global in view by using variables updated from one subsystem as the newer constant values of
another subsystem.

3.3.1. Subsystem Variable Update

Particularized to our problem (11), The partial augmented Lagrangian with respect to the
consistency constraints (11f) (i.e., vk = Ēkv) is given by
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Lρ(PG, (vk)k∈N , v, (Yk)k∈N ) = ∑
k∈G

f G
k (pG

k )

+ ∑
k∈N

(
YT

k (vk − Ēkv)+
ρ

2
||vk − Ēkv||22

)
,

(12)

where Yk is dual variable-associated with (11f) and ρ is called the penalty parameter. Together with the
separability of (12) among k ∈ N , steps of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. The first step is
the initialization of the algorithms which defines the net and dual variables. Then, next step is to solve
a non-convex optimization problem (13) to update the private value of buses k. The following step is
to update an unconstrainted quadratic optimization problem (14). After the net variable v is updated,
the dual variable yk is updated in the next step (15). The last step is the stopping criterion check.

Algorithm 1: Decomposed OPF.

1 Initialization: Set n = 0 and initialize y(n)
k and v(n).

2 Private variable update: Set yk = y(n)
k and v = v(n). Each bus k ∈ N updates xk locally,

where we let (z(n+1)
k , u(n+1)

k ) be the primal and dual (possibly) optimal variables achieved for
the following problem:

min f G
k (pG

k )+yT
k (vk−Ēkv)+

ρ

2
||vk−Ēkv||22, (13)

s. t. zk = (PG
k , QG

k , Pk,Qk,Re{ik},Im{ik},Re{vk}, Im{vk}, Re{īk}, Im{īk}, P̄k, Q̄k)

αk(zk) = 0

λk(zk) = 0

µk(zk) = 0

βk(zk) ≤ 0

γk(zk) ≤ 0

(vmin
k )2

r≤(Re{vk})2
r+(Im{vk})2

r≤(vmax
k )2

r ,

r = 1, . . . , |Nk|,

where the variables are PG
k , QG

k , Pk, Qk, Re{ik}, Im{ik}, Re{vk}, Im{vk}, Re{īk}, Im{īk}, P̄k,

Q̄k, and zk. We denote the part of z(n+1)
k corresponding to (Re{vk}, Im{vk}) by v(n+1)

k .
3 Net variable update: We denote v(n+1) as the solution to the problem minimize

min ∑
k∈N

yT
k (v

(n+1)
k − Ēkv) +

ρ

2
||v(n+1)

k − Ēkv||22 (14)

where the variable is v
4 Dual variable update: Each bus k ∈ N updates its dual variable yk as

y(n+1)
k = y(n)

k + ρ(v(n+1)
k − Ēkv(n+1)). (15)

5 Stopping criterion check: set n := n + 1. If the stopping criterion is not reached, go to step 2,
otherwise STOP and return

(
z(n), v(n), u(n), y(n)) = ((z(n)k )k∈N , v(n), (u(n)

k )k∈N , (y(n)
k )k∈N

)
.

3.3.2. Cross-Subsystem

We implement the proposed algorithms to different case with single strategy implemented and
after some test run, it can be observed that the number of iterations is increased significantly as expected.
In spite of that, there is a possibility of improvement. According to standard OPF, when using a start
value close to optimal, the optimization process will convergence faster. Hence, we can improve
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the performance of the optimization process by using a better and closer start value achieved by a
given policy.

We define the stopping criterion as the constraint violation tolerance. To further expand the
algorithms to achieve the expected performance improvement, we change the stopping criterion
(i.e., the constraint violation tolerance) to stop the optimization process earlier in order to perform a
change of regionalization strategy. The optimization process will stop upon reaching a specified
target constraint violation tolerance, which is set to be 5 × 10−3 in our implementations. Then,
the previously used regionalization strategy will be switched to another in the queue from the given
strategy combination. The algorithm will then continue running after the different regionalization
strategy is updated and the constraint violation tolerance is updated to 5× 10−6. Subsystem variable
update will also be applied during optimization. The only thing needed after restarting the process is
to alter the label of inputs, power equations and constraints according to the new strategy obtained
from the automatic regionalization process.

4. Simulation and Results

In this section, we present the implementation of simulations to our proposed decomposed method
and compare the results with centralized OPF using the solver provided by MATPOWER [24–26]. To begin
with the simulation setup, according to the MATPOWER User’s Manual [27], we applied MATPOWER
Interior Point Solver (MIPS) [24] as our primary OPF solver. We firstly verify our approach with different
sample cases from IEEE Power System Test Case under a single strategy, then under a combination of
strategies. All results were generated by MATLAB 2017b [28] on the same desktop computer with Intel
Core i7-6700K Processor@4.00Ghz and 32 GB memory. Test cases of systems with a size ofN = 14, 30, 300
were chosen, with non-zero duality gap, in order to study the convergence properties of the decomposed
method we proposed. To test the scalability of our approach, we evaluated it on a relatively larger
example, such as the IEEE 300-bus system. For different regionalization strategy selection, we changed
the stopping criterion in motion in MATPOWER [26] to stop the first round of the optimization process.
Then, our optimization process changed from the first regionalization strategy to another one, i.e.,
the algorithm continues the optimization process subsequently by utilizing a different regionalization
policy selected from strategy combined with an updated constraint violation tolerance. Subsystem
variable update was applied appropriately in the process of the second-round optimization. We used
the regionalization strategies generated by AR and denote TBS-AR as strategy A, MBS-AR as B and
WMBS-AR as C. An example of the regionalization on IEEE 14-bus system is shown in Table 1, and bus
symbols represented in network topology are given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The 14 bus power flow test cases [29].

4.1. Simulation Result Analysis

In this subsection, we will focus on the result analysis to provide insights towards practical
application. Firstly, we ran strategies separately as test runs to figure out which strategy will be
applied as the first strategy in the strategy combination. For the 14-bus system, with a default
setting that constrains violation tolerance was set to 5× 10−6, both the number of iterations and
the convergence time were relatively close, as shown in Figure 3. Then we change the constraint
violation tolerance to 5× 10−3, as shown in Figure 4, and find that both the number of iterations and
the convergence time of strategy A were slightly better. Detailed optimization results are shown in
Table 2. We are not presenting the results of 30- and 300-bus systems since they behaved similarly.
Note that the difference of the convergence time between single strategy was relatively small but for
the 300-bus system, there was a big difference between the single strategy and the combination of
strategies, as will be shown later. Then, we implemented the combination of two strategies to our
proposed AROPF. Apparently, the optimization results obtained by various strategy combinations
are different, as shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7, respectively. Additionally, the constraint violation under
various strategy combinations are different, as shown in Figures 8, 9, and 10, respectively. As shown in
Figure 11, the number of iterations was significantly reduced and the average reduction was around
40%. With the proposed algorithm, the convergence time was also significantly reduced as shown in
Figure 12, where we count the runtime of the solver function as the convergence time from MATLAB
profiler and use the original MIPS solver results as the baseline. The average performance improvement
achieved was around 31%. More detailed optimization results of IEEE 14-, 30- and 300-bus systems are
shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5, respectively.

In terms of the differences between regionalization strategy, in the 14-bus system, the difference
between strategy A and B is moving bus 4 from region 1 in A to region 2 in B. For strategy C, the change
is to move bus 14 from region 4 in B to region 2 in C. In the 30-bus system, the difference between
strategy A and B is to move bus 9 and 11 from region 1 in A to region 2 in B and bus 8 from region 1
in A to region 4 in B, and buses 20, 21, and 22 from region 2 in A to region 3 in B. For strategy C,
the change is to move buses 20, 21, and 22 from region 3 in B to region 2 in C, and buses 24, 25 and 26
from region 3 in B to region 4 in C. From the 14-bus to 30-bus system, the number of the changed buses
and branches is increased from 1 to 6, and in the 300-bus system, the number is further increased to be
more than 13. The increases in regional changes imply that with the increase in the scale of the system,
regions tend to be more different from each other and hence could make a bigger difference in the final
optimization results.
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In terms of first round optimization performance as shown in Table 2, in the 14-bus system,
comparing A, B and C under specified target constraint violation tolerance, strategy A has a better
result which is 22 iterations before reaching the criterion. Strategy change was performed after
22 iterations of strategy A. For the second round optimization, the numbers of iterations for startegies
B and C were 18 and 14, respectively as shown in Table 3. Although the execution time and the final
objective value remained almost the same, we still can observe that there was a moderate increase
in objective value shown in Figure 5 and a slight increase in constraint violation shown in Figure 8.
Both the constraint violation and objective value convergence trends to speed up after the strategy
change, while the violation difference is more distinct. For the 30-bus system, strategy change is
performed after 33 iterations of strategy A.

In terms of the second round optimization performance, the numbers of iterations of B and C
are 33 and 26, respectively as shown in Table 4. The objective value achieved by AROPF were both
slightly increased compared to the baseline and the one achieved by strategy B+C was closer with
fewer iteration numbers. The execution time was decreased by 35% compared to the baseline. We can
observe that the objective value and constraint violation both had a distinct separation after the strategy
change, as shown in Figures 6 and 9. For the 300-bus system, strategy change was performed after
49 iterations of strategy A. After the change, the numbers of iterations were 36 and 33, respectively as
shown in Table 5. The objective values achieved by AROPF are both slightly increased as compare
with the baseline with the one achieved by strategy B+C is closer with fewer iteration numbers.
The performance was increased by 30% compared to the baseline. We can observe that the objective
value and constraint violation both had a small separation after the strategy change, as shown in
Figures 7 and 10. These results show that our proposed algorithm has a more significant performance
improvement in larger systems. In addition, with a proper strategy combination applied, we can
improve the performance even further.

In conclusion, from Figures 11 and 12, our proposed decomposed iterative solution AROPF had
an appealing performance when system size increases. Furthermore, from Figures 8, 9 and 10, we can
observe that the constraints violation converged faster after the change of strategy, while fewer numbers
of iterations were needed. It can also be concluded from Figures 5, 6 and 7 that the convergence of
the objective value also sped up after the change of strategy change, while a better objective value
was achieved. Due to the procedure of searching for the feasible condition, during the second round
optimization, the objective value may start from a low level and then gradually increase towards the
optimization point, according to the increased value as shown in Figures 6 and 7.
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Figure 3. Single strategy full run comparison. Using only one strategy until convergence. The blue bar
is the number of iterations for each strategy, and the red bar is the convergence time in 10 ms.

Single Strategy Early Stop Comparison (Case14)
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Figure 4. Single strategy early stop comparison. Using only one strategy till converge with constraint
violation tolerance set to 5× 10−3. The blue bar is the number of iterations for each strategy, and the
red bar is the convergence time in 10 ms.
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Figure 5. The 14 bus objective value. Regionalization strategies generated by AR and denote TBS-AR
as strategy A, MBS-AR as B and WMBS-AR as C. Strategy A+B (blue line) is the combination of
regionalization strategies A and B, Strategy A+C (red line) is the combination of regionalization
strategies A and C.
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Figure 6. The 30 bus objective value. Regionalization strategies generated by AR and denote TBS-AR
as strategy A, MBS-AR as B and WMBS-AR as C. Strategy A+B (blue line) is the combination of
regionalization strategies A and B, Strategy A+C (red line) is the combination of regionalization
strategies A and C.
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Figure 7. The 300 bus objective value. Regionalization strategies generated by AR and denote TBS-AR
as strategy A, MBS-AR as B and WMBS-AR as C. Strategy A+B (blue line) is the combination of
regionalization strategies A and B, Strategy A+C (red line) is the combination of regionalization
strategies A and C.
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Figure 8. The 14 bus constraint violation. δ is the violations of constraints. Regionalization strategies
generated by Automatic Regionalization (AR) and denote Topology Based Similarity (TBS)-AR as
strategy A, Measurement-Based Similarity (MBS)-AR as B and Weighted Measurement-Based Similarity
(WMBS)-AR as C. Strategy A+B (blue line) is the combination of regionalization strategies A and B,
Strategy A+C (red line) is the combination of regionalization strategies A and C.
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Figure 9. The 30 bus constraints violation. δ is the violations of constraints. Regionalization strategies
generated by AR and denote TBS-AR as strategy A, MBS-AR as B and WMBS-AR as C. Strategy A+B
(blue line) is the combination of regionalization strategies A and B, Strategy A+C (red line) is the
combination of regionalization strategies A and C.
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Figure 10. The 300 bus constraints violation. δ is the violations of constraints. Regionalization strategies
generated by AR and denote TBS-AR as strategy A, MBS-AR as B and WMBS-AR as C. Strategy A+B
(blue line) is the combination of regionalization strategies A and B, Strategy A+C (red line) is the
combination of regionalization strategies A and C.
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Figure 11. Comparisons in the number of iterations. Strategy A (blue bar) uses only regionalization
strategy A until convergence. Strategy A+B (red bar) is the combination of regionalization strategies A
and B, Strategy A+C (yellow bar) is the combination of regionalization strategies A and C.

Converge Time Comparison
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Figure 12. Comparions in the convergence time. Baseline (blue bar) is using original MIPS solver.
Strategy A (red bar) is using only regionalization strategy A until convergence. Strategy A+B (yellow
bar) is the combination of regionalization strategies A and B, Strategy A+C (purple bar) is the
combination of regionalization strategies A and C.

Table 2. Single strategy time cost and optimization results.

Results Original Strategy A Strategy B Strategy C

Converge Time (s) 0.41 0.26 0.29 0.27

Iteration numbers 12 54 60 56

Objfcn Value ($/h) 8081.53 8081.53 8081.53 8081.53

Total Gen P (MW) 268.29 268.29 268.29 268.29
Total Gen Q (MVar) 67.63 67.63 67.63 67.63

Branch Loss P (MW) 9.287 9.287 9.287 9.287
Branch Loss Q (MVar) 39.16 39.16 39.16 39.16
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4.2. Time Efficiency and Scalability

To study the time efficiency and scalability of the proposed algorithm, we compared the
converge time and relative objective value for all the tested systems considered, with different
combinations of strategies. Tables 3–5 show the execution time and the objective values obtained
by different approaches. As benchmarks, we considered the original algorithm result, a centralized
approach provided by MATPOWER, denoted as the Original. Tables 3–5 also show that our proposed
approach can achieve optimization results whose difference compared with the original results were
approximately 0.1% in case 30 or less than 0.01% in case 14 and case 300. In small systems (e.g.,
case with N = 14, N = 30), as we expected, the time consumption was not improved as significantly
as in larger cases (e.g., case with N = 14). This was expected as a result of the complexity of the
decomposed algorithm grows exponentially. Results further suggest that the increase in the size
of the system significantly increased the time consumption of the original centralized OPF while
our decomposed approach was less sensitive to system size. The convergence time of the original
centralized algorithm was increased by over 102% while the time of our proposed solution was only
increased by less than 59%.

In addition, the time consumption of AROPF could be further reduced if the solution was
executed in parallel computing systems, where it was possible to overcome the system complexity
by utilizing the advantage of parallel computing. As a result of parallel computing, the time
consumption of AROPF introduced into parallel computing systems was significantly reduced. This is
because our decomposed solution broke down the large system into smaller regionalized subsystems,
where every subproblem that represents a subsytem can be handled with a dedicated set of resources
(including processors, memory, and etc.). This can significantly reduce the execution time of AROPF.
In practice, such decomposition of a large system is able to improve the scalability of the OPF solution
utilized in large systems significantly. In addition, we note that if the initial value is close to a local
optimal solution, a much faster convergence speed can be achieved. In practice, such an initial value
delivered by the multiple phase optimization framework was able to improve the applicability of the
method in large systems significantly. Results show that for large and relatively large test systems (e.g.,
N = 300), an objective function value can be achieved and execution time was not affected significantly
by the network size. The reduction of the relative objective function values of larger systems compared
with small systems were intuitively expected due to substantial regionalization and size differences of
those networks.

Table 3. Case 14 time cost and optimization results.

Results Original AROPF (A+B) AROPF (A+C)

Converge Time (s) 0.41 0.29 0.29

Iteration numbers 12 40 (22+18) 36 (22+14)

Objfcn Value ($/h) 8081.53 8081.53 8081.53

Total Gen P (MW) 268.29 268.29 268.29
Total Gen Q (MVar) 67.63 67.63 67.63

Branch Loss P (MW) 9.287 9.287 9.287
Branch Loss Q (MVar) 39.16 39.16 39.16
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Table 4. Case 30 time cost and optimization results.

Results Original AROPF (A+B) AROPF (A+C)

Converge Time (s) 0.54 0.35 0.35

Iteration numbers 15 66 (33+33) 59 (33+26)

Objfcn Value ($/h) 576.89 577.63 577.39

Total Gen P (MW) 192.06 192.81 192.34
Total Gen Q (MVar) 105.08 106.58 106.21

Branch Loss P (MW) 2.860 2.772 2.825
Branch Loss Q (MVar) 13.33 12.66 12.75

Table 5. Case 300 time cost and optimization results.

Results Original AROPF (A+B) AROPF (A+C)

Converge Time (s) 0.83 0.48 0.46

Iteration numbers 19 85 (49+36) 82 (49+33)

Objfcn Value ($/h) 719,725.11 719,790.85 719,727.16

Total Gen P (MW) 32,678.4 32,682.1 32,680.7
Total Gen Q (MVar) −9240.1 to 14,090.2 −9239.7 to 14,093.1 −9239.9 to 14,091.2

Branch Loss P (MW) 302.78 303.16 302.88
Branch Loss Q (MVar) 4599.97 4600.89 4600.11

5. Conclusions

The decomposed iterative OPF solution developed in this paper will provide new insights
into power system operation and control. In most existing solutions, the OPF is formulated as a
mathematical optimization problem and then some general optimization techniques are adopted
with limited or even no consideration of the nature of power systems. In contrast, our proposed
decomposed iterative solution explores the inherent nature of power systems. Specifically, it utilizes
the fact that variables in large power systems are loosely coupled and hence only those closely related
ones need to be clustered into subsystems. In addition, the interactions among different subsystems
have been considered via an extra layer of iterations to search for the optimal solution. Last but not
least, multiple decompositions have been included in the optimum searching procedure to ensure a
global optimal result. In addition to solving the OPF problem with improved scalability and optimality,
the proposed algorithm can also be extended to many other problems in power system operation and
control where optimizations are involved.

Though our proposed algorithm is guaranteed to provide smaller time consumption as well as
approach the globally-optimal result better, the convergence of strategy combination is only validated
on the cases where the number of subsystems in a regionalization strategy is a constant number (4).
To address this issue, we will try different settings of the number of subsystems as well as validate
the convergence of strategy combinations. With a smaller number of subsystems, we expect easier
convergence but lower computational efficiency and level of optimality, while for a larger number
of subsystems, we expect higher efficiency and level of optimality, but the convergence of strategy
combination might be more difficult. In addition, the current strategy change policy is only changed at
a specified convergence criterion. We will try to further expand the current strategy change policy to a
dynamic policy that could automatically select strategies from AR results at any step of iterations.
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